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Abstract Positive energy ray representations of the
Poincaré group are naturally subdivided into three classes
according to their mass and spin content: m > 0,m = 0
finite helicity and m = 0 infinite spin. For a long time
the localization properties of the massless infinite spin class
remained unknown, until it became clear that such matter
does not permit compact spacetime localization and its gen-
erating covariant fields are localized on semi-infinite space-
like strings. Using a new perturbation theory for higher
spin fields we present arguments which support the idea
that infinite spin matter cannot interact with normal mat-
ter and we formulate conditions under which this also could
happen for finite spin s > 1 fields. This raises the ques-
tion of a possible connection between inert matter and dark
matter.

1 Wigner’s infinite spin representation
and string-localization

Wigner’s famous 1939 theory of unitary representations of
the Poincaré group P was the first systematic and success-
ful attempt to classify relativistic particles according to the
intrinsic principles of relativistic quantum theory [1]. As we
know nowadays, his massive and massless spin/helicity class
of positive energy ray representations of P does not only
cover all known particles, but their “covariantization” [2]
leads also to a complete description of all covariant point-
local (pl) free fields. For each covariant Lorentz transforma-
tion property compatible with physical spin or helicity there
exists a pl field.

It is not necessary that these free fields permit a charac-
terization as Euler–Lagrange fields; in fact the attempt to
describe higher spin fields in this way and pass to quan-
tum fields by canonical quantization or use other ways to
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start from a classical field creates problems of their own.
On the other hand the construction of free fields start-
ing from Wigner’s representation theory does not require
one to rely on any “quantization parallelism” to classical
structures.

The idea that a more fundamental theory should not
rely on structural properties of a less basic one can also
be upheld in the presence of interactions. Defining a first
order Lorentz invariant interaction densities in terms of
products of free fields and using the Epstein–Glaser [3]
formulation of renormalization theory permits a pertur-
bative cutoff- and regularization-free higher order induc-
tive implementation of the causal localization principle in
a positivity-obeying Wigner–Fock Hilbert space without
a reference to the classical field formalism. Renormaliz-
able theories in this setting are those for which this higher
order induction increases the model-defining first order
parameters by an at most finite number of “counter term”
parameters.

When higher spin s ≥ 1 fields participate in the inter-
action there are no positivity-obeying renormalizable cou-
plings. The traditional way out has been to skip positivity in
the calculations and save it by restricting the result. A total
abandonment would have been a disaster because quantum
theory would lose its important probability interpretation.
Quantum gauge theory is the result of a compromise; to keep
renormalizability of s = 1 interactions one accepts that part
of the formalism becomes unphysical; this includes all fields
which carry electric charges.

Quantum gauge theory keeps some formal relation with
classical gauge theory; but whereas in the classical case
gauge symmetry is a bona fide local1 symmetry which
is in agreement with the conceptual structure of clas-
sical field theory, the clash with the pivotal positivity

1 Here “local” means that, unlike inner symmetries and Lorentz trans-
formations which act everywhere in spacetime, gauge transformation
may act in some compact spacetime region and leave the outside
unchanged.
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property of quantum theory suggests that quantum gauge
symmetry is not a physical symmetry within a quantum
field theory but rather a formal device which extracts a
positivity-obeying physical subtheory from an unphysical
formalism.

Hence it is not surprising that the canonical quantization
of classical gauge theory causes additional problems on the
quantum side. In order to reconcile the classical gauge struc-
ture with properties of noncommuting operators one has to
pay the high price of trading the Hilbert space with an indef-
inite metric Krein space and in addition to unphysical nega-
tive metric degrees of freedom one also has to add “ghost”
degrees of freedom. The resulting perturbative BRST rules
can be shown to secure the perturbative positivity of a sub-
theory but its “ghostly” rules cannot be derived from the
physical principles. One has to be content with the fact that
they do the job for which they have been invented, namely
to provide perturbative rules which secure the unitary of the
S-matrix.

The recent observation that Wigner’s infinite spin repre-
sentation class admits no compact causal localization [4]
and that its tightest localized quantum fields “live” on
semi-infinite strings (space-like rays) S(x, e) = x + R+e,
e2 = −1 [5] led to several new fundamental problems
concerning the foundational properties of quantum fields.
Besides the obvious question concerning possible physi-
cal manifestations of this new form of matter one could
also ask whether a better understanding of the interplay
between positivity and causal localization could favor the
use of string-localized (sl) fields in a positivity-maintaining
formulation of interactions involving finite higher spin
particles.

There is no reason why such interactions should follow
the logic imposed by the quantization of classical gauge the-
ory which led to the problems with quantum positivity and
also required to add “phantom degrees of freedom” (ghosts)
which, after having played their short distance improving
role in renormalized perturbation theory, leave no traces in
the perturbative S-matrix and local observables. Certainly the
perturbative rules of quantum gauge theory have been suc-
cessful; without their use the Standard Model would not have
arrived at its present position.

However, gauge theory falls short of providing positivity-
maintaining interpolating fields for its particles and hence
does not constitute a full QFT. The care for the concep-
tual health of a theory has always paid its long-term divi-
dends, even if some discoveries were made by pulling up
one’s sleeves and looking for computational consistency.

Here the more recent discovery of string-localization of
Wigner’s infinite spin matter comes in. It helped to find
“Occam’s razor” which permits one to maintain higher spin
renormalizability in terms of only physical degrees of free-
dom and also extends the physical range by providing physi-

cal fields for all particles. Interacting string-local (sl) fields2

in the form of interpolating fields of particles are not only
perfectly natural in QFT, their presence is even required by
the principles of QFT.

The only operators which must maintain their compact
localization in the presence of interactions are those of the
local observables; their fields must remain pl. The intrin-
sic noncompact string-localization of the free fields associ-
ated to Wigner’s infinite spin representation which is in per-
fect agreement with QFTs causal iocalization principles was
the catalyst for studying the relation between positivity and
causal localization in the presence of interacting s ≥ 1 higher
spin fields. For this purpose, one had to use the more intrinsic
relation of positivity with causal localization referred to as
“modular” localization relative to which quantum fields and
their local equivalence classes acquire the role of “coordina-
tizations” of causally localized algebras.

In the remainder of this introduction we recollect standard
results of Wigner’s intrinsic (no quantization parallelism)
description of relativistic particles; the conversion of the irre-
ducible positive representation spaces of the Poincaré group
into causally localized pl covariant fields and their sl coun-
terparts will be left to the next section.

All positive energy representations are “induced” from
irreducible representations of the “little group”. This sub-
group of the Lorentz group is the stability group of a con-
veniently chosen reference momentum on the forward mass
shell p2

0 −p2 = m2 inside the forward light cone V+, respec-
tively, for m = 0 on its surface ∂V+. For m > 0 this little
group is a rotation subgroup of the Lorentz group and for
m = 0 the noncompact Euclidean E(2). Whereas the mas-
sive representation class (m > 0, s = n/2), of particles with
mass m and spin s covers all observational known massive
particles (here referred to as the first Wigner class), the mass-
less representations split into two quite different classes.

For the finite helicity representations the E(2) subgroup
of Lorentz-“translations” are trivially represented (“degen-
erate” representations), so that only the abelian rotation sub-
group U (1) ⊂ E(2) remains; this accounts for the semi-
integer helicity ± |h| , |h| = n

2 representations (the second
Wigner class). The third Wigner class is induced by faithful
unitary representations of E(2). Being a noncompact group,
they are necessarily infinite dimensional and their irreducible
components are characterized in terms of a continuous Pauli–
Lubanski invariant κ.

Since this invariant for massive representations is related
to the spin as κ2 = m2s(s + 1), one expects that such matter
can only be constructed in terms of Pauli–Lubanski limits

2 String-local fields are not objects of String Theory. The latter is a
quantization theory of world surfaces whose quantum content bears
no relation to causal localization in Minkowski spacetime and Wigner
particles.
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m → 0, s → ∞ with κ fixed, but fortunately it turned out
that the use of modular localization theory permits a more
direct explicit constructions of sl fields [5].

Our main result consists in providing arguments which
support the impossibility of quantum field theoretical inter-
actions betweenWSwith normal matter.This leaves this kind
of sl matter with an aura of mystery even more than seven
decades after the discovery of its representational description
by Wigner; for this reason we will refer to these representa-
tions and the associated sl fields briefly as the “Wigner stuff”
(WS).

For a long time the WS representation class did not reveal
its quantum field theoretic localization properties. The stan-
dard group theoretical covariantization method to construct
intertwiners [2] which convert Wigner’s unitary representa-
tions into their associated pl quantum fields does not work
for the WS representations. Hence it is not surprising that
attempts in [6] (and more recently in [7]) which aim at
the construction of covariant wave functions and associated
Lagrangians fell short of solving the issue of localization. In
fact an important theorem [8] dating back to the 70s revealed
that it is not possible to associate pl Wightman fields with
these representations.

Using the concept of modular localization, Brunetti,
Guido and Longo showed that WS representations permit to
construct subspaces which are “modular localized” in arbi-
trary narrow space-like cones [9] whose core is a semi-infinite
string. Modular localization of relativistic wave functions
anticipates the causal localization of the related free fields,
but it does this in a way which is compatible with the posi-
tive energy restriction. As a result it is very different from the
quantum mechanical Born localization which describes the
dissipation of wave packets and plays an important role in the
large-time behavior of quantum fields which is the basis of
scattering theory and relates interacting fields with Wigner
particles.

In subsequent work [5,10] such generating string-local
covariant fields were constructed in terms of modular local-
ization concepts. In the same paper attempts were undertaken
to show that such string-local fields cannot have pl compos-
ites. These considerations were strengthened in [11]. A rigor-
ous proof which excludes the possibility of finding compact
localized subalgebras (generated by test-function-smeared pl
fields) was finally presented in a seminal paper by Longo et
al. [4].

Being a positive energy representation one would naively
expect that WS shares its stability property and also its ability
to couple to gravity through its stress-energy tensor with the
other two positive energy classes. Whereas it is certainly
not possible to calculate induced gravitational backreaction
in terms of semiclassical approximations of the Einstein–
Hilbert equation without a good understanding of higher spin
conserved and trace-free stress-energy tensors, it is also true

that the problem of backreaction goes significantly beyond
that of constructing higher spin stress-energy tensors. Trial
calculations of induced backreactions exist for s = 0, 1/2 in
a symmetric Robertson–Walker background [12].

The existence of gravitational backreaction is a prerequi-
site for proposing higher spin matter as potential candidates
of dark matter. In view of the sl nature of its generating fields
one expects that they leave their substantial mark on the puta-
tive gravitational backreaction.

The other requirement which candidates for dark matter
must fulfill in order to be consistent with astrophysical data
as well as with ongoing earthly particle detection experi-
ments is their low reactivity with respect to quantum matter.
Here the non-gravitational inertness of WS (Sects. 3 and 4)
becomes important. In fact the new sl renormalization setting
suggests that this may be a general property of even massive
higher spin matter above a critical spin. Additional calcula-
tions which could resolve this problem are on the way.

The aim of the present paper is to convert the question
of whether nature uses WS matter into a problem of particle
theory. Since the task of local quantum physics (LQP) is to
explain properties of matter in terms of the causal localization
principles [13], one must show that the lack of reactivity of
WS is a consequence of its intrinsically noncompact causal
localization.

In the context of quantum theory these principles are
much more powerful than their Faraday–Maxwell–Einstein
classical counterparts. The concept of modular localiza-
tion permits to address structural problems of QFT in a
completely intrinsic way thus avoiding the use of “field-
coordinatizations”. An illustration of the power of this rel-
atively new concept is the proof of existence of a class of
two-dimensional models starting from the observations that
certain algebraic structures in integrable d = 1 + 1 models
can be used to construct modular localized wedge algebras
[14]. In the work of Lechner and others this led to existence
proofs for integrable models with nontrivial short distance
behavior together with a wealth of new concepts (see the
recent reviews [15,16] and the references therein).

In renormalized perturbation theory modular localization
has become useful in preliminary attempts to replace local
gauge theory in Krein space by positivity preserving string-
local fields in Hilbert space [17,18]. In [9] it was essential to
extract localization properties directly in the form of modular
localized subspaces; Weinberg’s method of constructing the
intertwiners of local fields via group theoretical covariance
requirements does not work for WS.

In an unpublished previous note [19] the problem of a pos-
sible connection between WS and dark matter was addressed.
But the recent gain of knowledge from modular localization
regarding attempts to unite WS with normal matter under
the conceptual roof of AQFT in [4], as well as new insights
coming from preliminary perturbative studies of couplings
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involving string-local fields [17,18], led to a revision of these
ideas.

In [4] it was shown that the attempt to unite normal mat-
ter (matter as we know it) together with WS in a nontrivial
way3 under the conceptual roof of algebraic QFT (AQFT)
leads to an unexpected loss of the so-called “Reeh–Schlieder
property” for compact localized observable algebra. The R–
S property states that the set of state vectors obtained by
the application of operators from a compact localized sub-
algebra of local observables to the vacuum is “total” in the
vacuum Hilbert space [13]. The possibility to change large
distance properties of states in the vacuum sector by apply-
ing operators localized in a compact spacetime region O to
the vacuum is considered to be a universal manifestation of
vacuum polarization.

The R–S property of the observable algebra plays an
important role in the Doplicher–Haag–Roberts (DHR) super-
selection theory [13] which leads to the concept of inner sym-
metries and Bose/Fermi statistics (absence of para-statistics).
The WS fields have no associated observable algebra for
which they generate superselection sectors. Whereas finite
s ≥ 1 spin fields become sl only as a result of their
interaction, the WS matter is sl in the absence of interac-
tions and it is this property which accounts for its lack of
reactivity.

There exists a new renormalization theory for s ≥ 1 finite
spin matter which uses the fact that any massive higher spin
free field whose short distance dimension increases with spin
dsd = s + 1 can be written as a linear combination of its
sl counterpart with dsd = 1 and derivatives of so-called
“escort” fields where all of these free fields depend on the
same degrees of freedom in terms of the Wigner spin s cre-
ation and annihilation operators a#(p, s3). Sl renormalizabil-
ity requires that the nonrenormalizable pl interaction density
LP may be written as a sum LP = L + ∂μVμ where the sl
interaction density remains within the power-counting bound
(PCB) dsd(L) ≤ 4 and the singular dsd > 4 contributions are
collected in the ∂V contribution which can be disposed of in
the adiabatic limit.

This idea, revolutionary (renormalizability-preserving)
but at the same time conservative (no violation of causal
localization and positivity), is the perturbative realization
of a result which has been known for a long time namely
that in theories with local observables and a mass gap there
always exist interpolating operators of particles which are
localized in arbitrary narrow cones whose cores are semi-
infinite space-like strings [20].

In the standard formulation of QFT, where localized oper-
ators are obtained by smearing fields with test functions, the
generating fields of such operators are sl Wightman fields

3 Excluding the trivial possibility of a tensor product of WS ordinary
matter.

�(x, e) to be smeared in x as well as in the d = 1 + 2
de Sitter space of space-like directions e). The present paper
presents some low order illustrations of this perturbation the-
ory and shows that without interacting sl fields there can be
no positivity-maintaining renormalization theory involving
s ≥ 1 fields.

The present paper presents arguments which strongly sug-
gest that these conditions cannot be fulfilled in couplings of
WS to normal matter. Part of the problem is that the scalar
WS fields which were constructed by using modular local-
ization theory have not been obtained in the Pauli–Lubanski
limit in which the mass approaches zero while the spin
increases so that the Pauli–Lubanski invariant κ2 = m2s(s+
1) remains fixed.

This leaves the conclusion that, apart from gravitational
backreaction which require the solution of additional renor-
malization problems of the stress-energy tensor4 (the sub-
stitute for the vacuum-based Wick-product [12]), WS can-
not interact with normal matter in a way which complies
with the causal localization structure of QFT. In mathe-
matical terminology, WS matter tensor-factorizes with nor-
mal matter and the standard properties (including the Reeh–
Schlieder cyclic action of local subalgebras on the vac-
uum vector [13]) hold only in the tensor factor of normal
matter.

The next section presents a “crash course” on Wigner’s
theory of positive energy representations of the Poincaré
group including the explicit construction of sl WS free fields
and their two-point functions. In contrast to recent attempts
to access higher spin QFTs by Lagrangian quantization [21]
and in this way open Pandora’s box of indefinite metric and
ghosts, Wigner’s classification of all positive energy repre-
sentation is free from quantization “crutches” (quantum posi-
tivity has no classical counterpart). These properties are pre-
served in Weinberg’s construction of intertwiners between
unitary and the field theoretic m > 0 representations [2] and
the (at that time still) missing massless potentials have been
completed by the construction of covariant sl intertwiners in
which the understanding of the localization of WS played an
important role [5].

The third section highlights an important restriction on
renormalizable couplings involving sl fields which is neces-
sary to avoid higher order total delocalization.

Section 4 presents new concepts which are expected to be
useful in future model studies of higher spin s ≥ 2 interac-
tions. The problems to fulfill these requirement grow with
increasing spin and suggest the existence of a critical spin
above which matter becomes “inert”.

4 Whenever the purpose for the construction of Tμν is not to obtain the
generators of the Poincaré symmtery but rather the currents for the right
hand side of the Einstein–Hilbert equations its is more appropriate to
use the terminology “stress-energy tensor”.
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Section 5 addresses the problem of the role of sl local-
ization in the construction of the correct energy-momentum
tensor for higher spin quantum fields which is the prerequisite
for the Einstein–Hilbert gravitational coupling.

The concluding remarks point at problems arising from
the identification of WS with dark matter.

2 Matter as we (think we) know it and Wigner’s infinite
spin “stuff”

The possible physical manifestations of WS matter can only
be understood in comparison to normal matter. Hence before
addressing peculiarities it is necessary to recall the localiza-
tion properties of free massive and finite helicity zero mass
fields.

It is well known that all pl massive free fields can be
described in terms of matrix-valued functions u(p) which
intertwine between the creation/annihilation operators of
Wigner particles and fields [2]. Their associated covariant
fields are of the form

ψ A,Ḃ(x) = 1

(2π)3/2

∫
(ei pxuA,Ḃ(p) · a∗(p)

+ e−i pxvA,Ḃ(p) · b(p))d3 p

2p0
(1)

The intertwiners u(p) and their charge-conjugate counterpart
v(p) are rectangular (2A + 1)(2B + 1) ⊗ (2s + 1) matrices
which intertwine between the unitary (2s + 1)-component
Wigner representation and the covariant (2A + 1)(2B + 1)

dimensional spinorial representation (suppressed indices)
labeled by the semi-integer A, Ḃ which characterize the finite
dimensional representations of the covering of the Lorentz
group SL(2,C) (the “undotted and dotted” representations).
The a#(p), b#(p) refer to the Wigner particle and antiparti-
cle creation/annihilation operators and the dot · denotes the
scalar product in the 2s + 1 dimensional spin space.

For a given physical spin s there are infinitely many
spinorial representation indices of the homogeneous Lorentz
group; their range is restricted by [2]

|A − Ḃ| ≤ s ≤ A + Ḃ, m > 0 (2)

For explanatory simplicity we restrict our subsequent presen-
tation to integer spin s; for half-integer spin there are similar
results.

All fields associated with integer spin s representation can
be written in terms of derivatives acting on symmetric tensor
potentials (A = B) of degree s with lowest short distance
dimension d s

sd = s+1. For s = 1 one obtains the divergence-
less (∂ · AP = 0) Proca vector potential AP

μ with dsd = 2,
whereas for s = 2 the result is a divergence- and traceless
symmetric tensor gμν withdsd = 3. The terminology “Proca”
is used for all tensors.

Free fields can also be characterized in terms of their two-
point functions whose Fourier transformation are tensors in
momenta instead of intertwiners. For s = 1 one obtains (P
stands interchangeably for “Proca” or “point-like”)

〈AP
μ(x)AP

ν (x ′)〉 = 1

(2π)3

∫
e−i p(x−x ′)MP

μν(p)
d3 p

2p0 ,

MP
μν(p) = −gμν + pμ pν

m2 (3)

AP
μ(x) = 1

(2π)3/2

∫
ei pxuμ(p) · a∗(p)d3 p

2p0 ,

uμ(p, s3) = e(s3)
μ polarization vectors (4)

and for higher spin the M ′s are formed from products of
MP

μν(p) according to the combinatorial rules for constructing
symmetric and trace-free spin s tensors AP

μ1..μs
whose little

Hilbert space is a 2s + 1 dimensional subspace C2s+1 of the
s-fold tensor product.

Form = 0 and finite integer helicity h the two dimensional
± |h| helicity representation replaces the 2s + 1 component
spin. Despite this difference, the covariant fields turn out to
be of the same form as Eq. (1), except that (2) is now replaced
by the more restrictive relation

∣∣A − Ḃ
∣∣ = |h| , m = 0, (5)

which excludes tensor potentials but preserves their field
strengths with of tensor degree 2|h| and dsd = |h| + 1 with
mixed symmetry properties. This is well known in the case
of |h| = 1 where there exists no massless pl vector potential
with A = 1/2 = Ḃ whose curl is associated to the electro-
magnetic field strength with |A − B| = 1.

The cause for the absence massless tensor potentials in
(5) is a clash between pl localization and Hilbert space posi-
tivity. Gauge theory formally resolves this by allowing com-
pensations between positive contributions from intermediate
states with dsd-reducing negative parts. This use of negative
probability contributions amounts to the replacement of the
positive metric Hilbert space by an indefinite metric Krein
space.

Strictly speaking gauge “symmetry” is not a bona fide
symmetry but rather a device to extract a physical subtheory
of local observables and obtain a perturbative prescription
for a unitary S-matrix at the price of losing the interpolating
fields which relate the causal localization principles with par-
ticles. Since positivity has no natural place in classical field
theory its presence in the Lagrangian quantization formal-
ism needs special care in particular if higher spins s ≥ 1 are
involved.

The use of Wigner’s unitary representation theory for the
construction of covariant fields in terms of intertwiner func-
tions avoids these problems. It fails for good reasons in the
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case of massless helicity |h| ≥ 1 potentials but permit the
construction of their associated field strengths.

In fact, it is precisely this absence of massless pl potentials
which reveals a basic interrelation between causal localiza-
tion and positivity whose foundational understanding pro-
vides the means to overcome the problem of missing massless
potentials. This zero mass helicity problem is interconnected
with the violating of the power-counting bound dsd(L) ≤ 4
of renormalizability which one runs into if the Lorentz invari-
ant interaction density L contains spin s ≥ 1 potentials with
the (positivity preserving) short distance scaling dimension.5

dsd = s + 1.

What connects the short distance scaling degree dsd =
s + 1 of tensors with the singular behavior m−s of their
massless limit (m−s+1/2 for spinor-tensors) is that the clas-
sical dimension in mass units (the “engineering” dimension)
is deng = 1 for tensors and deng = 3/2 for spinor ten-
sors. Both phenomena, the absence of massless pl poten-
tials and the breakdown of renormalizability in the pres-
ence of massive s ≥ 1 potentials, are interrelated in the
sense that a clash between causal localizability and positivity
causes for.

A breakdown of renormalizability arises whenever the
interaction density violates the power-counting bound dsd(L)

≤ 4. Clearly the presence of a tensor potential with dsd ≥ 2
always causes such a violation. Abandoning positivity leads
to gauge theory which significantly reduces the physical
range but still preserves the perturbative construction of a
unitary S-matrix at the expense of having to cope with addi-
tional unphysical degrees of freedom.

Ignoring unphysical aspects of gauge theory one achieves
at least a formal solution of the two interconnected prob-
lems. But physically it remains a disaster since important
physical objects as an electric current of a charge-carrying
s ≥ 1 potential as well as an s ≥ 2 energy-momentum
tensor are not available in gauge theory. This is the basis
of the Weinberg–Witten no-go theorem [22]). It is also
enters the degree of freedom counting in passing from the
massive spin degree of freedom to their massless helic-
ity limits (the van Dam–Veltman–Zakharov discontinuity
[23,24]). The shortcomings in renormalized perturbation the-
ory attracted less attention since a perturbative prescription
for a unitary S-matrix preserved at least some of the predic-
tive power in the application of gauge theory to the Standard
Model.

The interrelation between positivity and localization sug-
gests to look for a remedy by keeping positivity which secures
the important quantum theoretical probability interpretation
and rather weaken the pl causal localization. The sl localiza-

5 The scaling dimension dsd characterizes the leading short distance
singularity λ−2dsd of the two-point function under short distance scaling
x − y ≡ ξ → λξ.

tion of WS suggests that the positivity-maintaining Wigner
representation theory may achieve this in the form of covari-
ant localization on space-like half-lines.

As Weinberg [2] obtained pl intertwiners by group the-
oretical arguments based on covariance, one may construct
sl intertwiners using the powerful concept of modular local-
ization [5]. For finite spin sl fields there is a simpler way by
integrating pl fields over space-like half-lines with direction
e, e2 = −1. In this way one obtains instead of (3) the slightly
more involved formula

Ms
μν(p; e.e′) = −gμν − pμ pνe · e′

(p · e − iε)(p · e′ + iε)

+ pμeν

p · e − iε
+ pνe′

μ

p · e′ + iε
. (6)

Clearly the degree of divergence has been lowered fromdP
sd =

2 of the Proca potential to dsd = 1 for its sl counterpart
whereas the vanishing of the divergence has been lost apart
from the zero mass limit when p2 = 0.

A newly gained property of (6) is the transversality in e
and e′, which looks like the axial gauge condition but plays a
very different role in the present context; instead of defining
a global gauge-fixing condition it is the result of a fluctu-
ating spacetime variable e, which together with the point
of origin x of the string participates in the Lorentz trans-
formations. Those unmanageable ultraviolet and infrared
properties which led to the abandonment of e as a gauge-
fixing parameter turn out to be a blessing in the new inter-
pretation of e as a fluctuating space-like direction of an sl
field.

The preservation of positivity is seen by verifying that
this formula is obtained from the positivity-obeying Proca
field by first defining the associated field strength and then
integrating along a half-line in space-like direction e, e2 =
−1

Aμ(x, e) :=
∫ ∞

0
eνFμν(x + λe)ds,

Fμν := ∂μA
P
ν − ∂ν A

P
μ (7)

The pe± iε factors in (6) result from integrating the Heavy-
side step function multiplied with exp iλpe′, respectively,
with exp −iλpe. This integration causes sl fields to be distri-
butions as boundary values of analytic functions in e [5].

The Proca potential and its sl counterpart share the same
field strength, so their difference according to the Poincaré
lemma must be a gradient of an sl scalar field which turns
out to be

φ(x, e) :=
∫ ∞

0
dλeμAP

μ(x + λe)

= 1

(2π)3/2

∫
(ei pxu(p, e) · a(p) + h.c.)

d3 p

2p0
(8)
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u(p, e) := u(p)μeμ 1

i(p · e + iε)
,

Mφ,φ = 1

m2 − e · e′

(p · e − iε) (p · e′ + iε)
(9)

with the conjugate intertwiner being the complex conjugate
of u. The intertwiner of the sl vector potential can be red
off from the linear relation between the two vector potentials
(suppressing again the s3 indices)

Aμ(x, e) = AP
μ(x) + ∂μφ,

uμ(p, e) = uμ(p) − i pμu(p, e). (10)

The scalar sl fields φ will be referred to as “escorts”.
This terminology intends to highlight the fact that, unlike
the negative metric Stückelberg fields and the ghost fields of
gauge theory, they do not enlarge the degrees of freedom. In a
somewhat metaphoric terminology they may be described as
objects which result from applying Occam’s razor to gauge
theory. One new aspect of the sl formalism is the appearance
of off-diagonal contributions between the potentials and its
escorts.

The localization of these new sl fields on space-like
strings6 (or rays) S(x, e) = x + R+e can be seen from (7);
contrary to infinite spin WS one does not need to appeal
to modular localization theory. In fact (although not clearly
stated in [5]) by allowing different measure dμ(λ) one can
obtain the continuous set of all finite spin fields with any
prescribed short distance dimensions dsd ≥ 0. Together with
their pl siblings they form the linear part of the local equiv-
alence (Borchers) class of relatively local fields.

Interestingly the equivalence class for sl massless helic-
ity fields is a smaller discrete set for which (5) is replaced
by h ≤ |A + B| [25]. This indicates that only those mas-
sive sl fields which have a smooth massless limit are useful.
There exists also an inverse process of passing from mass-
less helicity fields to their massive spin s = |h| counterpart
previously called the “fattening” of massless helicity fields
to their massive counterpart. This enhancement of the degree
of freedom from the two helicities to the 2s + 1 degrees of
freedom with s = |h| is owing to the fact that the positivity-
maintaining mass deformation of the dispersion p0 = ωm(p)
diminishes the number of null-states (viewing the momen-
tum space two-point function M as an inner product) and in
this way increases the number of independent states.

For the case at hand the “fattening of the photon” just
means passing from p ∈ ∂V+ to p ∈ V+ in (6). From the
massive two-point function one can construct the massive
free vector potential according to the Jost–Schroer theorem
[26].

6 Another option which seems to lead to some simplification of the
formalism consists in using light-like strings.

The massless scalar field ϕ obtained as limm→0 mφ(x, e)
= ϕ(x) is the massless relic of the s3 = 0 spin compo-
nent. Ascribing the fattening of the photon to a spontaneous
symmetry breaking is a misunderstanding. The role which
the new SLF setting ascribes to the Higgs particle is much
deeper (next section).

That a comparatively mild relaxation of causality from
pl to sl as required by positivity can generate unexpected
changes within the conceptual setting of QFT is somewhat
surprising. There exist formulations which do not rely on the
classical Lagrangian formalism as e.g. the Epstein–Glaser
setting of “causal” renormalized perturbation theory [3]. The
SLF formulation which places the preservation of positivity
and the related weakening of causal localization into the fore-
front is the most recent step in letting QFT stand on its own
feet.

Lagrangian quantization does not reveal these intercon-
nections and hence is not a reliable guide for solving actual
problems. The classical formalism suggests the form of con-
served currents or energy-momentum tensors and permits
the verification of the correct commutation relations for low
spin within the canonical formalism. But in the presence of
higher spins one needs the explicit form of the higher spin
quantum fields and their two-point functions and this requires
their positivity-maintaining Wigner–Weinberg construction
[2]; the use of higher spin Lagrangian formalism with its
additional auxiliary fields and their unclear physical inter-
pretation is not a trustworthy substitute.

The s ≥ 1 zero mass and renormalization problem
can be resolved in two ways. One way imposed by the
Lagrangian quantization is to sacrifice positivity and be con-
tent with a restricted physical range offered by gauge the-
ory; the only advantage is that one is able to do this within
the standard formalism of the books on QFT. It needs the
presence of additional phantom (ghost) degrees of free-
dom but this can be incorporated into the Feynman rules
or the euclidean functional integral representation so that
the rules just look like an extension of those for s <� 1
interactions.

The discovery of the sl localization of the fields associated
to WS suggested a better way, which lets positivity determine
the tightest covariant causal localization with which it can be
consistent. This turns out to be localization on semi-infinite
space-like strings x + R+e, e2 = −1. The new kinematical
aspects were presented for s = 1. The main difference is that
one obtains a linear relation between the dsd = 2 pl Proca
vector potential and its better behaved dsd = 1 sl sibling
Aμ(x, e) in which a sl escort field φ enters.

The formal similarity of the escort φ with the negative met-
ric Stückelberg field [27] should not allow one to overlook
the enormous conceptual difference. Sl escorts are degrees
of freedom-maintaining natural objects which linearly con-
nect the pl Proca field with its sl counterpart. Their dsd = 2
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derivative ∂φ compensates for the leading contribution of
the dsd = 2 Proca potential and converts it into the better
behaved dsd = 1 sl potential. It is important to note that
the sl potentials with dsd = 1 are precisely those which
(according to a previous remark) admit massless helicity
limits.

These conversions of integer spin fields from pl to sl (and
with appropriate modifications also for s > 1 Fermi-fields)
can be extended to s ≥ 1 Proca tensor potentials of arbitrary
rank [28–30]. Instead of AP

μ one starts from a divergence- and
trace-free symmetric tensor potentials Aμ1...μs of tensor rank
s. Iterated integration along a space-like direction e leads to
s symmetric traceless and divergence-less sl φ tensor escorts
of lower rank,

φμ1...μk (x, e) =
∫

dλ1...dλs−ke
ν1 ...eνs−k AP

ν1...νs−k ,μ1...μk

× (x + λ1e + ... + λs−ke). (11)

Again one can describe these escorts in terms of their e-
dependent intertwiner functions. The linear relation between
the sl potential containing the symmetrized derivatives of the
tensorial escorts now reads

Aμ1 , ..., μs(x, e) = AP
μ1

, ..., μs(x)

+ sym
s∑

k=1

∂μ1 ...∂μkφμk+1...μs . (12)

The definition of the sl tensor potentials in terms of the
degree 2s field strength tensors is the analog of (7) with the
field strength defined in terms of the Proca tensor potential
as

Fμ1,...μs ,ν1...νs = as (μ ↔ ν) ∂μ1 ...∂μs A
P
ν1...νs

(13)

As a result of the symmetry of AP
ν1,..νs

the antisymmetriza-
tion needs only to be done pairwise in μi − νi for every i.
By an extension of the Poincaré lemma to higher differential
forms the difference of the sl potential and its pl counterpart
is again of the form of derivatives on lower tensor escorts
which in turn have the form of iterated line integrals [30].

The sl field strengths defined in this way in terms of
the Proca potentials for m → 0 are not those which one
obtains from the Weinberg intertwiner construction starting
from Wigner’s massless |h| = s representation. They con-
tain admixtures of all |h| ≤ s. The escort formalism is flex-
ible enough to steer the amount of smaller helicity admix-
tures by using the fact that there are different massive sl
potentials which describe the 2s + 1 massive degrees; in
particular it permits one to identify a specific massive sl ten-
sor potential whose massless limit contains only the highest
helicity contribution. This flexibility of string-localization
is important for the avoidance of the before mentioned van
Dam–Veltman–Zakharov discontinuity and also allows a

profound understanding for circumventing the Weinberg–
Witten no-go theorem. Both problems are artificially cre-
ated by the use of the restrictive pl intertwiners in passing
from Wigner’s representation theory to covariantly localized
fields.

Even more startling is the “fattening formula” which
expresses the two-point function of the massive Proca poten-
tial with its 2s + 1 degrees of freedom in terms of that
of the massless helicity |h| = s sl potential (or even its
massless field strengths of tensor degree 2s). This flexibility
between inequivalent positive energy Wigner representations
is not directly visible in Wigner’s group theoretic formalism it
rather requires the description of its intrinsic modular local-
ization [9] in the form of sl fields.

Before commenting on perturbative renormalized pertur-
bation theory it is helpful to collect those properties which
make the sl higher spin fields useful.

• Whereas pl massive tensor potentials have short dis-
tance dimension dsd = s + 1, their sl counterparts
have dsd = 1 independent of spin (dsd = 3/2 for
half-integer spin). Hence there are always first order sl
interaction densities of maximal polynomial degree 4
within the power-counting limit d int

sd ≤ 4, Under cer-
tain conditions their use in renormalization theory con-
verts nonrenormalizable pl interactions into sl renor-
malizable ones (Sect. 4). This shows that renormal-
izability is closely related to a weakening of causal
localizability which in turn is required by upholding
positivity.

• Sl tensor potentials and their composites as conserved
currents and energy-momentum tensors have smooth
m → 0 limits. The Weinberg–Witten no-go theorem
for s ≥ 1 massless conserved currents and s ≥ 2
conserved energy-momentum tensors [22] can be over-
come (Sect. 5) by converting the corresponding mas-
sive expressions into their sl counterparts before tak-
ing their massless limits. The smooth passing from mas-
sive sl spin fields to their massless helicity counterparts
also solves the so-called van Dam–Veltman–Zakharov
discontinuity problem [23,24] which one encounters in
the pl description of massive versus massless gravity
[28,29].

• The preservation of positivity in s = 1 couplings leads
to an interesting contrast with GT whose physical range
is restricted to gauge invariant local observables and the
perturbative calculation of the globally gauge invariant
S-matrix. The physical interpolating fields whose large-
time asymptotic behavior relate the causal localization
principles of QFT with the analytic properties of scatter-
ing amplitudes of particles is outside the physical range
of GT. The description of the reduced physical content of
GT requires the use of a rather large number of unphys-
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ical indefinite metric and ghost degrees of freedom in
the perturbative calculations which, similar to catalyz-
ers in chemical processes, disappear in the calculated
gauge invariant quantities. Whereas the improvement of
short distance- and zero mass-properties for s ≥ 1 free
pl potentials in GT are enforced by compensating parts
of positive probabilities of quantum theory by negative
contributions from negative metric fields and ghosts, the
SLF achieves the reduction of dsd = s + 1 to dsd = 1 by
the use of the less tight sl causal localization.

The prerequisite for the use of gauge theory is the exis-
tence of local observables, however, as mentioned already in
the introduction, the sl fields which generate the infinite spin
WS matter have no compactly localized observables. It is
not possible to construct such fields in terms of Weinberg’s
group theoretic method of constructing intertwiners based
on the conversion of Wigner’s unitary representations into
covariant representations of the Lorentz group (which auto-
matically leads to pl fields). Rather one is required to use the
more recent intrinsic characterization of causal localization
in terms of modular localization [5]. Whereas intertwiner
functions u(p, e) for finite spin fields and their two-point
functions are rational in p(6)(8), the corresponding functions
WS fields for s → ∞ at a fixed value of the Pauli–Lubanski
invariant κ2 = m2s(s + 1) are transcendental.

A particular WS intertwiner with simple small and large
momentum space behavior has been given in terms of an
exponential function in [11]

u(p, e)(k) = expi
k

(
e − p−

e− p
)

− κ

p · e (14)

here k is a two-component vector of length κ; the Hilbert
space on which Wigner’s little group E(2) acts consists of
square integrable functions L2(k, dμ(k) = δ(k2 − κ2)dk)
on a circle of radius κ . The vector arrow on e and p refer
to the projection into the 1–2 plane, and the e−, p− refer to
the difference between the third and zeroth component. The
most general solution of the intertwiner relation differs from
this special one by a function F(p · e) which is the boundary
value of a function which is analytic in the upper half-plane
[5].

The two-point function is clearly a J0 Bessel function. The
calculation in [11] was done in a special system. Writing its
argument in a covariant form one obtains 7

7 I am indebted to Henning Rehren for showing me the covariantization
of Köhler’s result.

MWS(p, e) ∼ J0(κ |w(p, e)|)
× exp − iκ

(
1

p · e − iε
− 1

p · e′ + iε

)

with w2(p, e) = −
(

e

e · p − iε
− e′

e′ · p + iε

)2

. (15)

The exponential factor compensates the singularity of J0 at
e · p = 0. Note that the Pauli–Lubanski invariant κ has the
dimension of a mass so that the argument of the two-point
function of the sl field has the correct engineering dimension
den = 1 of a bosonic quantum field.

The main purpose of this somewhat academic calculation
is to convince the reader that there are explicitly known tran-
scendental WS intertwiner and two-point functions whose
associated propagators have a well-behaved ultraviolet and
infrared behavior. As already mentioned, the physical reason
why these fields are nevertheless excluded from appearing in
interaction densities is that there are good reasons to believe
that higher order perturbation theory lead to a complete delo-
calization; this issue will be explained in the next section.

3 The problem of maintaining higher order sl
localization

It is well known that the condition for renormalizability in
the case of s < 1 interactions is the power-counting bound
of the interaction density d int

sd ≤ 4. Since the minimal short
distance dimension of positivity preserving pl spin s fields
is s + 1, there are no positivity preserving pl renormalizable
interactions involving s ≥ 1 fields. Sl free fields on the other
hand which possess a massless limit have an s-independent
short distance behavior dsd = 1, so that one can always find
polynomials of maximal degree 4 within the power-counting
limitation which represent sl interaction densities with a pre-
scribed field content.

However, the use of sl interaction densities does not come
without a price. The weakening of causal localization from
pl to sl must not affect particles and their scattering ampli-
tudes. Relativistic particles remain what they always were
since Wigner classified their wave function spaces; the dissi-
pation of their wave packets is determined by Born’s quantum
mechanical localization (equivalent to the Newton–Wigner
localization), which bears no direct relation to the operational
causal localization of quantum fields.

The string-independence of the S-matrix, as mentioned
before, is guaranteed by a structural theorem of local quantum
physics [20] which states that in a theory with local observ-
ables and a mass gap there always exist operators localized in
arbitrary tight space-like cones (whose cores are semi-infinite
space-like strings) which interpolate the particles. In a field
theoretic setting the generating fields of such operators must
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be sl; fields with a weaker than sl localization (e.g. localiza-
tion on space-like hyper-surfaces) are not needed in order to
describe the particle content and their scattering amplitudes.

In a perturbative construction of a model which starts
with a Lorentz scalar interaction density in terms of prod-
ucts of free fields the e-independence of the S-matrix must
be imposed as an additional condition on the sl interaction
density L (which has no counterpart for s < 1 pl interaction)
namely the L must be part of a L , Vμ pair with [18]

de(L − ∂μVμ) = 0, de = deμ

∂

∂eμ

,

using the differential calculus of the d = 1 + 2 de Sitter
space of space-like directions. The heuristic content of this
relation is the preservation of the physical content of the
nonrenormalizable pl interaction density LP = L − ∂μVμ

while collecting the most singular contributions above the
power-counting bound in the form of a divergence which
can then be disposed in the adiabatic limit of the first order
S-matrix

S(1) =
∫

Ld4x =
∫

(L − ∂μVμ)d4x .

Since dL
sd ≤ 4, whereas the pl interaction involves s ≥ 1

fields which violate the power-counting bound since dLP

sd >

4, the role of the divergence term is to “dispose the access
above 4 at infinity”. This “magic” would not work without
the intervention of the escort fields. A simple illustration is
provided by the sl interaction density L of massive scalar
QED

L = Aμ(x, e) jμ(x). (16)

It is related to its dLP

sd = 5 power-counting bound violating
pl counterpart LP as

LP = AP · j = L − ∂μVμ, Vμ(x, e) := ∂μφ jμ, (17)

AP
μ(x) = Aμ(x, e) + ∂μφ(x, e), (18)

where the linear relation between pl and sl potential in terms
of the escort field in the second line has been used.

In this way one solves two problems in one stroke, on the
one hand one expresses the (first order) S-matrix in terms
of a renormalizable dsd = 4 interaction density, and at the
same time the e-dependence disappears in agreement with the
theorem about interpolating fields whose large-time behavior
describes ordinary particles and their scattering amplitudes.

For the e-independence of the higher order contributions
to the S-matrix it is easier to work with a slightly weaker
form of the L , Vμ pair condition by viewing the φ(x, e) as a
differential zero form on the d = 1 + 2 dimensional direc-
tional de Sitter space and defining the one form u = deφ,

which turns out to allow for a massless limit.

In this way the L , Vμ pair condition can be replaced by a
L , Qμ condition. One finds

de Aμ = ∂μu, u = deφ, (19)

de(L − ∂μVμ) = deL − ∂μQμ = 0, Qμ := deVμ. (20)

A, φ, L , V are dsd = 1 zero-forms whereas u and Qμ are
exact dsd = 1 one-forms; together with the exact two-form
û (8) they exhaust the with AP

μ linear related and relatively
local among themselves dsd = 1 forms. The L , Qμ formal-
ism is somewhat weaker than its L , Vμ counterpart. Whereas
the latter is a decomposition of a nonrenormalizable pl inter-
action density into a renormalizable sl L and singular but adi-
abatically disposable part, the former relates the differential
one form deL with the adiabatically disposable divergence of
Qμ. This turns out to be sufficient for securing the on-shell
e-independence. In contrast to Vμ the Qμ admits a massless
limit.

We will refer to Eq. (20), which expresses the e-
independence in terms of a closed zero form, as the L , V ,
respectively, L , Q relation; both conditions ensure the first
order e-independence of S. In the sequel we will only use the
L , Q condition.

As the independence of S from gauge-fixing parameters
in gauge theory setting, this e-independence in the Hilbert
space setting results from cancellations between different e-
dependent contributions in the same order. But different from
unphysical gauge dependent correlation functions, vacuum
expectation values of charge-carrying sl fields are positivity-
maintaining extended Wightman functions (i.e. endpoint x-
and directional e-smearing).

In order to secure the e independence in higher orders
we must extend the L , Qμ relation (20) to higher order time-
ordered products. The second order L , Qμ pair requirement8

reads

(de + de′)TLL′ − ∂μT QμL
′ − ∂μ′

TLQ′
μ = 0. (21)

If it where not for the distributional singularities of T -
products at coalescent points, this would follow from (20).
In those cases where the singular structure of T matters
this amounts to a normalization condition which must be
implemented. Resulting second order ambiguities are already
determined in the one particle contraction component (“tree
approximation”).

For massive spinor QED the relation is automatically ful-
filled in terms of the standard free field propagator. The more
singular scalar QED contains dsd = 2 derivatives ∂ϕ of the
scalar charged field which according to the minimal scaling

8 The Qμ formalism is somewhat simpler than its Vμ counterpart. For
massive QED and couplings of massive vector mesons to Hermitian
matter (“Hermitian QED”, the Higgs abelian model) it is easy to see
their equivalence.
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rules of the Epstein–Glaser renormalization theory lead to a
delta counterterm,

〈T ∂μϕ∗∂ ′
νϕ

′〉 = ∂μ∂ ′
ν〈Tϕ∗ϕ′〉 + cgμνδ(x − x ′). (22)

The imposition of Eq. (21) fixes the parameter c with the
expected result of an induced second order term of the
expected form δ(x − x ′)AμAμϕ∗ϕ.

Note that no arguments of classical gauge theory (as the
replacement ∂ → D = ∂ + igA) has been used; the result is
solely a consequence of the causal localization principles and
Hilbert space positivity which require the e-independence of
particle properties from the sl localization of their interpo-
lating fields.

There are some interesting foundational aspects of this
otherwise trivial calculation. The independent fluctuation in
e and e′ do not allow one to set e = e′ in off-shell correlations
(6); the different iε prescriptions for e and e′ in the off-shell
propagator prevent this. This singular behavior is reminiscent
of that for coalescing points. There are indications that the
use of light-like e′s may be better in this respect.

The second order on-shell e-independence corresponds
to the second order gauge invariance of the scattering ampli-
tude; but whereas in gauge theory the individual contributions
are gauge dependent but finite, the directional fluctuations
in e require cancellations between individual contributions
before setting e = e′ and obtain e-independence.

The “magic” of L , Vμ pairs with (20) is that on the one
hand they permit to use the lower short distance dimension
of sl fields (and in this way lead to L ′s within the power-
counting bound of renormalizability) and on the other hand
they also guarantee the e-independence of the S-matrix since
the derivative contributions in (21) disappear in the adiabatic
S-matrix limit

(de + de′)S(2) = 0, S(2) ∼
∫

TLL′ (23)

The off-shell extension in terms of Bogoliubov’s S(g)
operator functional with a spacetime dependent coupling
leads to correlation functions of interacting sl fields. As the S-
matrix is independent of the e′s of the inner propagators (after
summing over sufficiently many contributions in a fixed per-
turbative order), the correlation functions of interacting fields
must only depend on the e′s of those fields.

A new phenomenon is that the higher order interactions
spread the e-dependence also to those fields which entered
the first order interaction density as s < 1 pl fields.9 In fact
the interacting matter fields in the new sl setting of renor-
malization theory are in a certain sense stronger sl than the
vector potential which already entered L as a sl free field and
which remains linearly related with its pl field strengths.

9 The perturbation theory of interacting string-local fields is still in its
beginnings. A mathematically rigorous presentation for massive QED
will be the subject of forthcoming work by Jens Mund.

In the limit of massless sl vector mesons the correlation
functions change their physical properties; the particle set-
ting in a Wigner–Fock Hilbert space is lost and the strings of
the charge-carrying fields become “stiff” (the nonperturba-
tive spontaneously breaking of Lorentz invariance in charged
sectors [31]). Little is known about the spacetime manifesta-
tions of these physical changes (particles → infraparticles)
apart from perturbative momentum space prescriptions for
photon-inclusive cross sections [32].

The L , Vμ (or L , Qμ) pair property (19) is a necessary
condition for maintaining sl localization; it permits to sail
between the “Scilla of nonrenormalizability and the Charyb-
dis of total de-localization”. Heuristically speaking it pro-
vides a compensatory mechanism between contributions to
the same order which prevents the total de-localization result-
ing from the integration over x in inner strings x + R+e in
individual Feynman diagrams. The main point of the present
work is the argument that with WS fields in L it is not pos-
sible to fulfill the L , Qμ condition so that WS matter can
only exist in the interaction-free form. We will refer to such
matter as inert (see the next section).

There is another important physical aspect of the L , Qμ

pair property in which the escort field φ plays an essen-
tial physical role even though it does not add new degrees
of freedom. Heuristically speaking the transition from long
range massless sl vector potentials to their short range mas-
sive counterpart is not possible without the appearance of
the φ escort, they (and not the Higgs particles) “fatten” the
photon and its higher helicity counterparts. In some models
they already appear in the first order interaction density (see
Eq. 26).

This is somewhat reminiscent of the presence of the
bosonic Cooper pairs in the BCS description of supercon-
ductivity; without their presence it is not possible to convert
long range classical vector potentials into their short ranged
counterparts inside the superconductor. As the φ in massive
QED they are not the result of additional degrees of freedom,
they rather arise from rearrangements of existing condensed
matter degrees of freedom in the low temperature phase.

The QFT analog of the BCS or the Anderson screening
mechanism is the screened “Maxwell charge” [17] i.e.

jμ := ∂νFμν, Qscr =
∫

j0(x)d
3x = 0, screening (24)

∂μ jμ = 0,

QSSB =
∫

j0(x)d
3x = ∞, long dist.divergence. (25)

The screening property (first line) only depends on the
massive field strength and not on the kind of matter to which
it couples (which may be complex or Hermitian matter). This
includes non-interacting massive vector mesons for which
jμ = −m2AP

μ . Spontaneous symmetry breaking on the other
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hand reveals itself in form of a conserved current whose
charge diverges instead of being zero (second line). The nor-
mal case of an inner symmetry is that of a nontrivial finite
charge.

Renormalizable models are generally uniquely specified
in terms of their field content. In the above case of massive
scalar QED the form of the first order sl coupling is uniquely
fixed by the L , Qμ pair condition (the preservation of sl local-
ization). The second order pair condition is a normalization
requirement which induces the A · A |ϕ|2 term.

This induction which in classical QED results from the
fibre-bundle structure ∂μ → Dμ = ∂μ − igAμ is in (positiv-
ity preserving) QFT a structural consequence of the causal
localization principle. Gauge theory hides this important fact
by preserving the classical fibre-bundle interpretation at the
price of indefinite metric (which does not only violate the
probability interpretation but also denaturalizes the physical
localization of QFT). The role of gauge symmetry and gauge
invariance is to recover part of the lost physical properties for
a more restricted gauge invariant subtheory. The induction of
the quadratic contribution A ·A |ϕ|2 is a result of the imposed
invariance under “gauge symmetry” which (apart from the
fact that this is not a physical symmetry) is equivalent to the
classical fibre-bundle requirement.

The new string-local QFT (SLFT) setting retains all phys-
ical properties by replacing the mute global gauge-fixing
parameters by individually fluctuating local space-like string
directions. In this way all the unphysical “dead wood” of
indefinite metric Stückelberg fields and ghosts will not be
allowed to enter in the first place. The idea that quantum
fields should follow the pl localization of classical field the-
ory is too restrictive for constructing interacting higher spin
quantum fields.

The sl localization preserving L , Vμ induction becomes
much richer if the interaction of Aμ with complex matter
is replaced by Hermitian matter (the abelian Higgs model).
The application of the L , V requirement to the coupling of
a massive vector meson to a Hermitian H field proceeds as
follows. The pl interaction with the lowest short distance
dimension dP,int

sd = 5 is LP = mAP · APH. Converting it
into a sl L , Vμ pair, one obtains [easy to check by the use of
the free Klein–Gordon equation for H :

L = m

{
A · (AH + φ

←→
∂ H) − m2

H

2
φ2H

}

Vμ = m

{
AμφH + 1

2
φ2←→∂ μH

}
,

L − ∂V = LP = mAP · APH, Qμ = deVμ

= AμuH + u(φ∂μH − ∂μφH), u = deφ. (26)

In this case the on-shell e-independence requirement (21)
in second and third order tree approximation leads to a much

richer collection of induced terms than for scalar massive
QED [17].

Different from scalar QED (17) the form of the L , Vμ

pair cannot be immediately red off from LP . One obtains the
above decomposition by making a separate trilinear Ansatz
for L andVμ and verifying that the requirementde(L−∂V ) =
0 fixes all parameters and results in Eq. (26).

Whereas in the massive scalar QED model this require-
ment induces only the A · Aϕ∗ϕ term, the induction in the
case of an interaction with a Hermitian field leads in addition
to the expected A · AH2, A · Aφ2 terms (which as in scalar
QED can be absorbed into a changed time-ordered product)
also to second order induced H4, φ4, H2φ2 terms (from sec-
ond order A–A contractions in (21) as well as to an induced
H3 term [17,18]. The second and third order tree approxi-
mation suffices to fix their coupling strengths in terms of the
three physical parameters of the elementary model-defining
Aμ, H fields, namely the coupling strength and (ratios of)
the two masses m,mH .

The result corresponds to the terms induced by gauge
invariance of the S-matrix in [33]. It is also the same as that of
the formal calculation based on the SSB Higgs mechanism,
except that in that case one postulates a Mexican hat potential
instead of inducing it from gauge invariance or from causal
localization in a positivity preserving sl setting. As soon as
vector potentials enter one has to follow the more basic rules
of either GT or SLFT.

QFT is a foundational quantum theory in which all physi-
cal properties of a model are intrinsic. For the physical inter-
pretation of its content prescriptions which led to its con-
struction are not of much help; one is not forced to rely on
prescriptions, the model itself (its fields and correlation func-
tions) contains its own interpretation. In many cases it is the
field content alone which determines the form of the renor-
malized interaction density. For the case at hand the A, H
field content and the L , Qμ renormalization requirement fix
the first and second order interaction density, including the
H self-interaction which together with the escort field φ has
the shape of a field-shifted Mexican hat potential.

The difference from an SSB situation becomes evident
when one looks at the conserved current. In a SSB situation
the charge diverges Qssb = ∞. In fact the nonexistence of a
symmetry generator, in spite of the presence of a conserved
current ∂μ jμ = 0 which expresses the local charge balance,
is thedefinitionof a SSB. The shift in field space on a Mexican
hat potential is a way to obtain such a situation if the resulting
conserved current has a divergent charge.

This is certainly not the case for the Higgs model because
the identically conserved current of the field strength of a
massive vector meson (the only conserved current of the
Higgs model) is the identically conserved Maxwell current
of a massive Fμν which always leads to a screened charge
Qsc = 0 independent of the nature of the matter (complex
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or Hermitian). Nothing could be physically more apart than
Qsc = 0 and Qssb = ∞.

One formal reason why in gauge theory the BRST invari-
ance of the on-shell S-matrix which leads to the correct
induced H self-interactions is easily confused with the off-
shell Mexican hat prescription of SSB is that in functional
Feynman graph representations it is difficult to distinguish
between relations which only hold on-shell from off-shell
relations. For this reason it was important to use the causal
gauge invariant (CGI) operator Epstein–Glaser formulation
[33,34].

There is no problem to extend the construction of the L , Q
pair to self-interacting massive vector mesons and calculate
the second order induced terms. One finds that there is an
uncompensated dsd = 5 induced term. Such a nonrenormal-
izable second order contribution is deadly if there would be
no possibility to extend the field content of the model in such
a way that the interaction of Aμ with the new field leads to
a compensating second order dsd = 5 contribution. The new
field should have a lower spin (in order not to worsen the
short distance situation) and the same Hermiticity property
as Aμ i.e. it must be a H -field.

The compensation against another second order induced
term from a first order AAH interaction works perfect and
converts the extended model into a renormalizable sl QFT10

[17,18] (or [33] in the gauge theoretical setting in Krein
space). It attributes a fundamental role to the H coupling
which is consistent with the principles of QFT. This com-
pensating field is the Higgs field and the compensation is
its raison d’être. Whereas in the case of SSB Nature has a
choice between an inner symmetry and its breaking, she has
no choice in the case of the Higgs model if she wants to be
faithful to its causal localization principles.

This higher order compensation is a new phenomenon
of s ≥ 1 sl interactions which has no analog in s < 1 pl
interactions. Both the L , Qμ pair condition as well as the
higher order compensation mechanism are the prerequisites
for the concepts of reactive and inert s > 1 matter in the next
section.

A full account of this preliminary sketch of low order sl
perturbation theory is in preparation [35].

4 Reactive and inert fields for s ≥ 1

As explained in the previous section the construction of
positivity-obeying models of renormalizable QFT starts with
an L , Qμ pair in terms of a prescribed field content. L ′s
within the power-counting bound dsd ≤ 4 which couple
s ≥ 1 sl field among themselves or with s < 1 pl fields exist
for any spin, however, the pair condition is quite restrictive.

10 A more detailed account will be presented in [35].

An example of a sl interaction L which fails because it has
no Qμ partner is a self-interacting vector potential of the
form L = g(∂μA(x, e)∂μA(x, e))2 with dsd(L) = 4. This
is hardly surprising since this is also excluded in the gauge
theoretic setting. In fact the requirement of invariance of the
S-matrix under the BRST s operation can also be imple-
mented in the form of a pair condition sLK − ∂μQK

μ = 0
(where K refers to a ghost-extended Krein space) [33].

It is interesting to note that in the 1970s it was observed
that the imposition of unitarity on the S-matrix in an indef-
inite metric pl setting of the Standard Model (i.e. using the
Feynman propagator for the vector mesons) requires the pres-
ence of gauge symmetry and a H -field [36]. This was very
close to the present view that the properties of self-interacting
massive vector mesons are fully accounted for by positivity
(which requires sl) and do not require the imposition of a
Mexican hat potential for the purpose of mass-generation by
allegedly spontaneously breaking gauge symmetry.

The use of the new positivity preserving SLF formal-
ism resolves this somewhat paradoxical situation by showing
that the field shifted Mexican hat potential is a second order
induced H -self-interation in a A–H model induced by pos-
itivity and the only causal localization which is consistent
with it, namely sl. Given the field content of a massive vector
meson and a Hermitian scalar field there is only one renor-
malizable model namely the abelian Higgs model.

The previous somewhat confused view resulted from the
use of the positivity violating gauge setting (which only saves
the perturbative unitarity of the S-matrix) together with the
difficulty of distinguishing on- from off-shell properties by
only looking at Feynman’s graphical representation. That a
more careful gauge theoretic treatment based on the Epstein–
Glaser operator formulation of BRST gauge theory avoids
confusions with SSB of gauge symmetry has been shown in
Scharf’s book [33].

The new sl setting shows that the “fattening” of massless
helicity fields to their massive spin s = |h| counterpart can
be naturally achieved in the new positivity-maintaining sl
setting [28,29]. That this is not possible in gauge theory may
have been one of the reasons why the SSB idea entered the
gauge theoretic presentation of the Higgs model.

Whereas the coupling of an abelian massive vector poten-
tial to a H field (apart from the richer second order induction)
takes place on the same conceptual level as that to a complex
matter field (“massive” scalar QED) the situation changes
radically in the presence of self-interacting vector mesons.
As explained in the previous section one needs the presence
of a A–H coupling in order to compensate a second order
induced dsd = 5 self-interaction. This is also required in the
gauge setting [33,34].

The implementation of the positivity-maintaining sl per-
turbation theory is quite subtle. Improving the short distance
behavior by converting dsd = s + 1 potentials into their
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dsl = 1 sl counterpart and the linearly related escort fields
is only the first step. Already the next step which consist in
constructing an sl interaction densities L within the power-
counting bound dsd(L) ≤ 4 in order to avoid a total de-
localization already in second order is a major problem. It
amounts to L , Qμ pair condition whose heuristic content is
the lowering of the dsd(LP ) > 4 by splitting the pl interac-
tion density into a dsl ≤ 4 sl part L and a power-counting
bound violating part which has the form of a divergence and
hence can be disposed in the adiabatic limit.

As explained in the previous section this problem was
solved for interactions which involve s = 1 and lower spin
fields with the important additional message that the second
order consistency of self-interacting massive vector mesons
requires the presence of the lower dimensional H. Presently
one does not know to what extent this positivity preserving
SLF renormalization approach leads to higher spin interac-
tions. The following definition may be helpful in this pursuit.

Definition 1 A spin s ≥ 1 field is called not reactive (or sim-
ply “inert”) if it possesses no renormalizable sl interactions
with s′ ≤ s fields in the sense of the new sl renormalization
theory (sl pair condition and compensatory preservation of
higher order renormalizability dsd ≤ 4). Inert sl matter exists
only in the form of free fields (from which one can construct
conserved currents, energy-momentum tensors and interac-
tions with external fields).

The idea behind this definition is that the problems coming
from the requirements of positivity preserving sl renormaliz-
ability increase with spin; a field which cannot interact with
lower spin fields is a fortiori unable to preserve renormaliz-
ability in interactions with higher spin fields. Based on this
picture one expects that higher spin fields above a certain still
unknown critical spin will be inert. The old pl setting allowed
only interactions between s < 1 fields; the extension to s = 1
required indefinite metric.

The infinite spin fields of WS are massless sl scalar fields
[5] to which the higher spin sl tensor formalism is not directly
applicable. The present picture is that WS is inert. But if
against all expectations it turns out that reactive fields exist for
all spins, this problem has to be re-investigated by studying
the behavior of higher spin interactions in the Pauli–Lubanski
limit.

Presently the L , Qμ renormalization condition for sim-
ple sl interaction densities as e.g. L ∼ γμν AμAν with γμν

being the s = 2 sl field are under investigation. Problems
which involve self-interactions of graviton fields are more
demanding.

The new sl renormalization theory is more fundamental
than its old pl gauge theoretic counterpart since it reveals
that renormalizability is nothing else than the implementa-
tion of positivity preserving causal localization realized in
a perturbative setting. Since positivity is inseparably inter-

laced with causal localization and a general (nonperturba-
tive) theorem [20] revealed that interacting massive particles
can be described in terms of sl fields (operators localized in
arbitrary narrow space-like cones in the algebraic setting of
the authors), the above definition of inert matter based on sl
localization is well founded. In gauge theory such positivity
preserving interpolating fields do not exist.

The sl renormalization theory can define inert fields but
is not able to establish the mathematical existence of mod-
els associated to the renormalized perturbative series. Even
if further calculations reveal (the rather improbable result)
that no perturbative renormalizable s > 1 sl reactive fields
exist, the gain of profound understanding already obtained
for s = 1 interactions more than justifies the effort. In addi-
tion inert fields are not without interest since their lack of
quantum field theoretical reactivity combined with their pos-
sible backreaction on classical gravitation (through the use of
their energy momentum tensor in the form Einstein–Hilbert
equation) make them potential candidates for dark matter.

A closely related problem in what way the use of sl
fields could modify the old acausality properties observed
in s ≥ 3/2 fields coupled to external electromagnetic fields.
It should be interesting to understand possible changes due
to the use of sl fields.

The next section addresses problems of free massless
potentials and their energy-momentum tensors. Closely
related is the problem of how spin degrees of freedom pass
smoothly to their massless helicity counterparts and its oppo-
site i.e. how to disrobe the continuous passing from massless
helicity degrees of freedom to massive spins (“fattening”).

5 The problem of the s ≥ 2 E–M tensor, coupling to
gravity

According to Noether’s theorem continuous inner or space-
time symmetries in classical field theories lead to conserva-
tion laws for currents whose associated global charges are
the infinitesimal generators of symmetries. These currents
are constructed within the Lagrangian formalism by start-
ing from the invariance of the classical action under these
symmetry transformation. A particular useful object for the
construction of the conserved currents associated to transla-
tion and Lorentz invariance is the divergence-free symmetric
energy-momentum tensor Tμν in terms of which these gen-
erators can be written as

Pμ =
∫

T0μd3x, Mμν =
∫

(xμT0ν − xνT0μ)d3x (27)

Tμν symmetric, ∂μTμν = 0 (28)

Initial problems related to the lack of symmetry of the
Noether formalism in the construction of the E–M tensor for
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fields with nontrivial spin/helicity were subsequently over-
come by Belinfante’s and Rosenfeld’s construction of an
“improved E–M tensor”. In particular Rosenfeld’s construc-
tion which avoids the usual Noether formalism in favor of a
variational definition of the action with respect to a variable
metric

Tμν = δ

δgμν

∫ √−gLd4x |gμν=γμν (29)

led to a manifest symmetric Hilbert E–M tensor which plays
an important role in the Einstein–Hilbert gravitation field
equations of general relativity. Here the variational deriva-
tives in L include the covariant derivatives involving the
Christoffel symbols; for its use in Minkowski space field
theory the variable gμν is set equal to the Minkowski metric
ημν after the variation has been carried out.

The remaining nontrivial problem (for which the classical
Lagrange formalism for higher spin fields is of not much help)
is the verification that the so constructed would be Poincaré
generators Pμ and Mμν have the correct commutation rela-
tions with the higher spin s ≥ 1 quantum fields. In the case
of free fields this requires the use of their two-point func-
tions which can be computed from the intertwiner functions
associated to Wigner’s unitary representation theory. Such a
calculation avoids the (for higher spin) somewhat slippery
parallelism of QFT with classical structures of Lagrangian
quantization by direct use of the positivity-maintaining quan-
tum causal localization principles.

For the verification of the correct commutation relations of
the Poincaré symmetry generators (27) with the higher spin
fields one needs the two-point functions of the fields which
follow from their intertwiner functions. A recent explicit cal-
culations of the higher spin intertwiners and their related
two-point functions for integer spin fields can be found in
[30].

Apparently the only such calculation in the older literature
was made by Fierz [37]. He used the fact that integer spin
fields are characterized by symmetric divergence- and trace-
less tensors obeying the Klein–Gordon equation and that the
simplest conserved symmetric tensor of mass dimension11

four which is quadratic in these fields is of the form

T P,s
μν = FP

μκ,×FP,κ,×
ν − 1

4
δμνF

P
κλ,×FP,κλ,×

+ gμν

m2

2
AP

κ,×AP,κ,× + m2AP
μ,×AP,×

ν (30)

with FP
μν,× = ∂μA

P
ν,× − (μ ↔ ν) (31)

Here × stands for the remaining spin s tensor indices in
AP or FP . Actually the Fierz tensor is the one obtained

11 Fierz did not use Lagrangians but found his conserved tensor by first
adding mass terms to the well-kown Maxwell E–M tensor and then
extending the form of this conserved expression to higher spin.

from the variational definition (29) by omitting the s > 1
contribution from the variation of the Christoffel symbols.12

By using the freedom to modify the tensor by terms of the
form of spatial divergencies which do not contribute to the
generators Fierz [37] was able to show that the Pμ permits
the simpler representation

Pμ = (−1)s

4

∫
d3x AP

μ1..μs

←→
∂ μ

←→
∂ 0A

Pμ1−−μs (32)

In this way he was able to derive the correct commutation
relation of the Hamiltonian P0 with the spin s tensor fields.
Using the higher spin two-point functions it is easy to show
that the remaining P-components also satisfy the correct
commutation relation with the higher spin fields.

Fierz probably believed that this will also be the case for
the Lorentz generators but this turns out to be not correct.
The variation (29) of the Christoffel symbol gives an addi-
tional contribution whose rewriting, using again the freedom
to change densities without affecting the generators, leads to
the correct commutators of Mμν with the fields. The complete
calculation, using the higher spin Jordan–Pauli commutator
two-point function and a reduced form of the E–M tensor,
are contained in [28,29].

For these calculations it is important to accept the fact that
the causal localization principle of QFT does not give pref-
erence to special Tμν ; all causally localized covariant E–M
tensors constructed in terms of positivity-obeying fields con-
structed from Wigner’s unitary representation theory which
lead to the correct Poincaré generators are valid. This is cer-
tainly not the case in a gauge theoretic Krein space setting
where gauge variant operators are physically meaningless.
The violation of the positivity of quantum probability also
prevents to identify their formal localization properties with
the physical causal localization.

This is of particular importance if one wants to overcome
the aforementioned problems with massless tensors in the
Weinberg–Witten theorem [22] which excludes the existence
of pl E–M tensors. They can be traced back to the nonexis-
tence of positivity-obeying massless s ≥ 1 potentials. The
impossibility of passing from massive spin to massless helic-
ity in terms of pl higher spin fields is also the cause of the
s = 2 van Dam–Veltman–Zakharov discontinuity problem
[23,24]; see also [38,39].

The solution of these problems consists in expanding the
pl Proca potentials into their massless sl counterparts and
to notice that those contributions which contain m−k singu-
larities are of the form of spatial divergencies which do not
contribute to the total integral representing the Pμ and Mμν.

Since their removal from the densities does not change the
generators of the symmetries, one expects that the resulting
expression decomposes into the |h| ≤ s helicity components

12 I am indebted to K-H Rehren for this remark.
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and a massless s = 0 contribution which together account
for the original 2s + 1 spin degrees of freedom.

The simplest exemplification of this construction is pro-
vided for the simpler model of a conserved vector current of
a charge-carrying (complex) massive free spin s Proca tensor

j Pμ (x) = i AP∗
κ1..κs

(x)
←→
∂μ AP,κ1..κs (x), (33)

which already for s = 1 fails to have a massless limit. Using
the linear relation between the s = 1 Proca potential,13 its
sl counterpart and the escort field φ one finds for the corre-
sponding sl current

jμ(x, e) = i A∗
κ (x, e)

←→
∂μ Aκ (x, e)

= j Pμ (x) + ∂κG
κ
μ(x, e) + m2iφ∗←→∂μ φ

with ∂κGκ,μ = i AP∗
κ

←→
∂μ ∂κφ + h.c. = i∂κ(AP∗

κ

←→
∂μ φ) + h.c.

(34)

and since a spatial divergence does not contribute to the
charge one obtains∫

j0(x, e)d
3x =

∫
j P0 (x)d3x

+
∫

∂0G0,0(x, e)d
3x − m2

∫
jφ0 d3x .

(35)

The last step consists in realizing that on can use ∂ ·AP = 0
to convert also the mixed contribution ∂0G00 into a spatial
divergence which carries an inverse power of the mass

∂0G0,0(x, e) = i∂ i AP∗
0

←→
∂i φ + h.c. = spatial divergence,

(36)

j P0 (x) = j0(x, e) + m2 jφ0 (x, e) + spatial divergence. (37)

The massless limit of the first contribution is the h = 1
component whereas the second term converges to the current
jϕμ = limm→0 m2 jφμ of a charge-carrying massless pl scalar
field ϕ(x) which accounts for the remaining s3 =� 0 degree
of freedom.

The massless limit of the resulting sl current jμ + m2 jφμ
is the sum of the helicity h = 1 contribution accounting for
two degrees of freedom, and a current of a scalar massless
complex pl field ϕ which carries the remaining one degree
of freedom. For s > 1 the decoupling is less simple. One
needs additional transformations involving the sl field and
its escorts (12) in order to decouple all helicity distributions
and collect inverse mass singularities in spatial divergence
contributions which do not contribute to the charge. In this
way a suitably adapted escort formalism associates to any
valid pl charge density a sl counterpart.

13 In this case the commutation relation of the charge with AP
κ follows

trivially.

Extending the decomposition of the pl current (36) into sl
contributions to higher spins one finds again that the terms
which contain inverse mass powers are of the form of spatial
divergencies and hence do not contribute in the total charge.
With a certain amount of work the remaining regular part
of the sl density has a massless limit which consist of the
completely decoupled helicity components contributing to
the total charge

Q =
s⊕

|h|=0

Qh, (38)

which corresponds precisely to the smooth helicity compo-
sition of the field strength of the pl field (13) into its helicity
components. The transformation of the pl charge density into
its sl counterpart for s > 1 is somewhat involved and the cal-
culations can be found in [28,29].

The conversion of pl densities associated to Pμ and Mμν

into their sl counterparts and the disposal of terms with
inverse mass powers and correspondingly higher short dis-
tance scale dimension14 in the infinite volume of the total
charge proceeds the same way as for the current density. The
resulting individual contributions to the massless limit corre-
spond to helicity |h| ≤ s densities. In this way the Weinberg–
Witten no-go theorem can be sidestepped by the use of sl
potentials.

The individual helicity contributions in the massless limit
turn out to be sl E–M densities of the same algebraic form as
their sl counterpart. One can also invert this relation by “fat-
tening”. For this purpose one only needs the highest helic-
ity contribution and replace it by its fattened counterpart
associated to its fattened two-point function which results
by deforming the light-like p′s into their massive coun-
terparts. For the presentation of all these results, we refer
to [28,29].

The DVZ discontinuity problem is solved by replacing the
massive s = 2 potential by that of its sl counterparts whose
massless field strength is pure h = 2. In this way the massive
sl spin s = 2 description moves smoothly towards its highest
helicity component. The pl description is too rigid, it permits
no massless limit.

For the WS matter there still exists no approximation in
terms of known matter. The only idea which comes to one’s
mind is to try to approximate infinite spin matter in terms
of the Pauli–Lubanski limit s → ∞ at fixed P–L invariant
κ2 = m2s(s + 1). Although the sl fields of the WS matter
are described in terms of scalar fields with transcendental sl
intertwiners and two-point functions [5], it is not unreason-
able to expect that a limiting E–M tensor constructed in this
way has the correct commutation relations with the already

14 All contributions carry the engineering dimension deng = 4 of Tμν

and hence terms with inverse mass powers in front have dsd > 4 short
distance dimension.
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known class of scalar WS fields [5] of which (15) is a special
case.

It needs to be stressed that the use of massive sl fields in
renormalized perturbation theory causes no problems with
particle properties. Particles and their scattering amplitudes
have lost the memory of the sl localization of the interpo-
lating quantum fields whose main role is to carry the causal
localization principles of QFT which are not directly imple-
mentable in terms of particles.

In the absence of interactions the clash between tight-
ness of localization and positivity is limited to massless
s ≥ 1 tensor potentials and their spinorial counterparts, but
in the presence of interaction this clash causes the break-
down of renormalizability for all positivity preserving inter-
actions whose first order interaction densities contain at
least one s ≥ 1 pl localized free field. Behind the break-
down of pl renormalizability in the presence of interac-
tions and the nonexistence of higher helicity E–M tensors
(the Weinberg–Witten phenomenon) hides the same clash
between positivity and pl localization; hence it is not sur-
prising that the shared remedy is the use of sl instead of pl
potentials.

The resulting directional dependence of sl fields does not
affect local observables and the S-matrix and, unlike gauge
theory, prevents the important particle interpolating fields
from becoming unphysical. The use of sl fields shifts the
frontier of renormalization theory by turning a s ≥ 1 inter-
acting nonrenormalizable field content into an (under certain
conditions) renormalizable interaction in such a way that
the heuristic content of the pl Lagrangian setting is main-
tained. The mechanism is a kind of “peeling off” renor-
malizability violating leading short distance contributions in
the form of spacetime divergences ∂μQμ in the adiabatic
limit. This corresponds to the disposal of high dsd contri-
butions in the total charge in passing from pl to sl charge
densities.

Based on an appropriate formulation of Gauss’ law in the
setting of local quantum physics it was possible without using
perturbation theory to show that the localization of electric
charge carriers cannot be tighter than space-like half-lines
(arbitrary narrow space-like cones in the algebraic setting)
[40] and that their sl “stiffness” in the massless case causes
the spontaneous breaking of Lorentz invariance in charge-
carrying sectors of QED [41]. But registrations of charged
particles in counters remain sharply localized events and the
noncompact charge localization manifests itself indirectly in
the larger spacetime region in which counters register the
presence of charges.

The situation changes if massless sl E–M tensor densi-
ties are used in the Einstein–Hilbert equation to calculate
gravitational backreactions [42] of massless higher helicity
quantum matter. In this case one uses the sl E–M density of
the Hilbert action (29) and the Einstein–Hilbert field equa-

tions which couple this density to the gravitational field and
one expects that the “stringiness” of the E–M tensor leaves
its imprint on the gravitational backreaction.

This is particularly interesting in the case of the E–M ten-
sor associated to the massless WS matter which only exists
in the sl localized form. In this case one would expect that the
backreaction leads to a kind of gravitational “cosmic strings”.
Since WS matter is expected to be inert with respect to inter-
actions ordinary with quantum fields (see previous section)
such non-gravitational inertness is suggestive of of dark mat-
ter. However, there are additional observational requirements
from astrophysics (e.g. the “hovering” of dark matter around
galaxies) which are difficult to reconcile with the massless-
ness of WS.

The absence of reactivity may not be limited to infinite
spin. Disposing contributions of high short distance dimen-
sions in the adiabatic limit by using sl localization in inter-
actions of spin s fields with lower spin fields (including
self-interactions) is expected to become increasingly difficult
with increasing spin. In this case there could exist a maxi-
mal spin above which matter becomes inert in the sense of
Sect. 4 except for causing gravitational backreactions. Mas-
sive inert matter can more easily be reconciled with astro-
physical restrictions. Presently we only know that s = 1 is
still in the reactive region; in the self-interacting case the
model is saved by the compensating presence of the Higgs
field.

The SLF extension to higher spin interactions is still very
much in its infancy. Without additional nontrivial calcula-
tions it is not possible to say which pl couplings will fail to
admit L , Qμ pairs or lead to higher order induced power-
counting bound violating terms which cannot be compen-
sated for by adding interactions with lower spin fields.

6 Concluding remarks

The possible existence of forms of inert matter enriches the
discussion as regards dark matter in an interesting way. Inert
WS matter seems to run into problems with astrophysical data
which show that dark matter hovers around galaxies in the
form of a halo which probably excludes “fleeting” massless
matter, though noncompact non-interacting massless mat-
ter may behave quite different from photons. Inert massive
s > 1 matter (whose existence is still an unresolved theoret-
ical problem, see Sect. 4), can presently not be excluded by
astrophysical observations.

There is presently no serious problem with more conven-
tional proposals which identify dark matter with matter of
low reactivity in the form of cold dark matter. Such proposals
become however increasingly problematic if refined earthly
detection experiments limit the reactivity of the astrophys-
ical dark matter in a way which cannot be reconciled with
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properties of known particles. A continuing failure of reg-
istering dark matter through its interactions with ordinary
matter makes it increasingly difficult to distinguish darkness
from inertness (=total darkness, apart from backreaction on
gravitation).

With refinements of astrophysical observations on the one
hand and the failure to see the direct effects of dark matter
in particle counters one may eventually enter a future “catch
22 situation” in the sense that completely inert dark matter
is on the one hand consistent with its apparently exclusive
gravitational manifestations, but may get into conflict with
the role which cosmologists attribute to it in the Big Bang
formation of ordinary matter.

Any particle counter observation of a new form of matter
for which there are good reasons to understand it as a man-
ifestation of the ubiquitous galactic dark matter will elim-
inate inert matter from the list of dark matter candidates.
But this would not diminish the important theoretical role
of WS as a catalyzer of new ideas concerning the interplay
between Hilbert space positivity, localization and short dis-
tance behavior for interactions involving higher spin, s ≥ 1,
fields.

Independent of the problem of inert matter and its pos-
sible relation with dark matter, Wigner’s 1939 discovery of
the WS representation class of the Poincaré group and the
recent success in the understanding of its causal localiza-
tion properties constitute important achievements which are
presently unraveling unknown regions of QFT which remains
our experimentally most successful and theoretically most
foundational theory of Nature’s physical properties.
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